Name:_________________

Date:_________________

3rd Grade Measurement List 1 of 2
WhichWord? Sentences
Circle the letter of the word that best completes the sentence.
1) The ride turned ______ and spun to the right.

6) The temperature is twenty ______.

A. liter
B. clockwise
C. liquid measures
D. centimeter

2) ______ are units of how much fluid can fit.

A. capacity
B. clockwise
C. degrees
D. customary units

7) The ______ of the rope is twenty feet.

A. customary units
B. liquid measures
C. centimeter
D. liter

3) He stands at over six feet in ______.

A. length
B. height
C. clockwise
D. non-standard units

8) A handful and a truckload are ______.

A. area
B. liter
C. height
D. gram

4) ______ equals the length multiplied by the width.

A. liquid measures
B. clockwise
C. non-standard units
D. balance

9) A raisin weighs about one ______.

A. area
B. clockwise
C. capacity
D. liter

5) Turn the lid ______, to the left.

A. non-standard units
B. counterclockwise
C. liter
D. gram

10) I used a ______ to weigh out equal amounts.

A. counterclockwise
B. liter
C. centimeter
D. capacity

A. balance
B. capacity
C. gram
D. liquid measures
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11) The ______ of a cup is eight ounces.
A. liquid measures
B. non-standard units
C. capacity
D. area

12) One ______ is a little less than one quart.
A. area
B. liter
C. degrees
D. centimeter

13) A pencil tip eraser is about one ______ long.
A. liter
B. area
C. length
D. centimeter

14) Measurements like inches and pints are ______.
A. clockwise
B. gram
C. customary units
D. liquid measures
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